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Welcome to QSpace
We are thrilled to introduce you to QSpace, your gateway to the dynamic world of 
specialist finance. Whether you're a broker looking to find new financial 
solutions or a specialist finance lender eager to connect with top professionals, 
QSpace is your one-stop platform for all things related to deals, jobs, and 
engaging with industry peers.

QSpace is the place where collaboration and growth converge. 
Here's what you can expect:

Post and reserve deals: Finding it challenging to place a case? Brokers can easily 
post their latest deals, while lenders will be able to reserve those that meet their 
criteria. QSpace streamlines the process to help connect the right people with 
the right opportunities.

Advertise jobs: With QSpace, growing your business is a breeze. Showcase 
your latest job openings to a network of engaged specialists who are eager to 
take the next step in their careers.

Ask questions: Dive into our community board, where you can engage with fellow 
professionals, share your expertise, test out new products with the 
right audience, and gain valuable insights. It's the perfect space to foster 
relationships and stay updated on industry trends and news.

Interact with experts: QSpace creates a seamless channel for education, enabling 
lender experts to help the broker community with their business.

Affordable monthly subscription: QSpace is committed to making specialist 
finance opportunities accessible to everyone in the industry. Our subscription 
plans start from just £100 per month for brokers and £250 per month for 
lenders. 

QSpace is more than just a platform; it's a community of like-minded 
professionals dedicated to pushing the boundaries of specialist finance.

We can't wait to have you on board!
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What to expect on QSpace

Generate leads Advertise and apply for jobs Chat with
your community
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QSpace jobs will be marketed weekly via a digital 
newsletter to over 20,000 subscribers of Bridging & Commercial, 
Development Finance Today, and BTL 
Insider

E xtensive digital and print marketing campaign to 
promote deal generation on QSpace, distributed via a digital 
database of over 20,000 and a print circulation of 
approximately 3,600 

QSpace will be marketed across all Medianett 
Publishing LinkedIn accounts, encompassing over 14,000
followers

QSpace will be marketed at events such as the FP Show, 
Specialist Finance Symposium, and others throughout the year

Reach

2 mins ago
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Reserve deals for 24 hours

Brokers can post as many deals 
as they want on QSpace using our 
simple form.

Lenders can exclusively reserve 
deals for 24 hours, and we only 
give brokers’ contact information
to those who reserve.
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Recruit and apply for jobs

Promote new openings at your 
company to attract top talent in the 
specialist finance industry. 

Explore and apply for the latest job
opportunities to shape the career 
you desire.
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Build your community

Engage in discussions, read reviews, 
connect with industry peers, seek 
guidance, share challenges, offer 
solutions, and enquire with our team 
of experts to address your pressing 
questions. 

Feel empowered to communicate 
openly with the market by posting 
publicly or anonymously, putting you 
in complete control and ensuring you 
can freely exchange thoughts and 
ideas.



Advertorial

Sponsored advertorials are limited to
one client per issue, and include a DPS
advert before or after the feature.

Our editorial team will work to your
brief to put the advertorial article
together to ensure it offers maximum
edioediorial impact in line with your brand.
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Become a member
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Brands also have the opportunity to 
become website sponsors for a minimum 
of six months. 

This includes showcasing your banner 
advertisement prominently on all pages 
and within our QSpace digital newsleters.

Sponsorship of QSpace
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Contact

Eager to join the 
QSpace community? 
Contact us today and
we'll guide you 
through the flexible 
membership options, 
enabling you to start 
posting, exploring, 
and networking 
without delay.
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